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influenCe of loCAl oroGeny AnD reSerVoir ChArACTeriSTiCS 
of enCloSinG roCKS on The loCATion of GAS TrAPS 

wiThin The CoAl BeArinG DePoSiTS

Purpose. To determine the nature of the effect of differenttype local structures as well as reservoir characteristics of enclosing 
rocks in the location of gas traps within the coal bearing deposits of PavlohradPetropavlivka and Krasnoarmiisk geological and 
industrial Donbas regions.

Methodology. Analysis and classification of geological stock and published scientific sources. Developing and analyzing maps 
characterizing location of methane traps within coal bearing formation followed by the analysis of traps.

findings. Connection between location of positive methane bearing anomalies and free methane content within coal seams, 
and local plicative structures has been identified. The anomalies are connected with structures of both anticlinal and synclinal 
types. Difference in reservoir characteristics of roof rocks of coal seams within areas under study makes it possible to believe that 
argillites and aleurites of Krasnoarmiisk district are almost impermeable. If they occur in roof of local folds, they will favour meth
ane conservation. In the context of PavlohradPetropavlivka district, significant permeability of argillite and aleurites results in the 
fact that they cannot be a shield for folds; it concerns especially gentle folds where fractured zone is formed within arching. Rocks 
of upper share of a fold may become shield in local synclinal structures.

originality. It has been proved for the first time that in the neighborhood of anticlinal local structures, synclinal local structures 
of coal seams may have methane accumulations if impermeable rocks are available within the synclinal roof.

Practical value. The determined regularities will help to enhance prognostic reliability of methane accumulations within the 
coal deposits.

Keywords: methane bearing, reservoir characteristics, local orogeny, permeability, methane accumulation

introduction. According to the expert opinion, resource 
methane potential of coal deposits in Ukraine is 3–4 times 
more than natural gas reserves. In the context of Donetsk coal 
field, methane content of coal varies from 5 to 45 m3/t of d.a.f.; 
estimated methane reserves are 450–500 million m3 down to 
1800 m; and enclosing rocks contain up to 1.5–2 trillion m3 of 
methane [1]. Commercial methane extraction from coal de
posits and its recovery would help satisfy partially national de
mand for energy carriers. Efficient methane extraction from 
coal deposits depends upon its expansion and accumulation in 
coal bearing formation, and possibility to identify local meth
ane accumulations within coal seams [2, 3].

literature review. It is known that in coal seams, methane 
may be either free or occluded; share of the former is not more 
than 10 %. Free gas fills coal pores and fractures; the amount 
depends upon its reservoir characteristics, formation pressure, 
and rock mass temperature. Greater share of coal methane is 
occluded: in the form of solution in a solid matter (i. e. ab
sorbed), in the form of condensate at the surface of pores (i. e. 
adsorbed), and in the form of condensate in supermolecular 
pores resulting from metamorphism.

According to the conditions of gas trap formation within 
the coal bearing deposits, the three basic types of reservoirs are 
separated: porous, fracture, and mixed. Porous reservoirs are 
rocks within which intergranular pores are interconnected by 
means of pore channels; their pore space is 40–50 %, and per
meability is 0.1 ⋅ 10-15–n ⋅ 10-15 m2. Fracture reservoir perme
ability depends heavily upon open fissures; like in porous res
ervoirs, a capacity is stipulated by primary intergranular space 
and secondary cavities, caverns, and opens. Fracture poriness 
is not more than 3.0 %, and total volume of fracture pores and 

intergranular pores is 5–7 %. The reservoirs are characterized 
by low poriness and wide range of permeability variation (i. e. 
10-17 to 10-7 m2). Generic difference of the reservoir types is as 
follows: fracture reservoir rocks become both trap and reser
voir in the process of folding; moreover, formation of morpho
logical traps is followed by a formation of reservoir rock in it 
(i. e. secondary rock changes in the fractured area specifying 
their capacitive and filtrational characteristics). Hence, frac
tured reservoirs originate either simultaneously with a trap or 
later. Mixed reservoir type combines intergranular pores, and 
fractured pores originating in deep rocks [4, 5].

In the context of the fractured type, capacitive characteris
tics, and filtrational ones are determined with the help of fis
sures (i.e. permeability, being more than 10-15 m2 when poros
ity is less than 3 %). In the context of porous and fractured 
reservoirs, capacities of fissures and matrix are almost similar 
(i. e. fissure porosity is 1–3 %, and porous channels are 3–6 %) 
and filtration comes along fissures whose permeability is more 
than 10-15 m2. In the context of fractured and porous reser
voirs, matrix capacity (more than 6 %) prevails fracture capac
ity; thus, filtration comes along pores and fissures which per
meability is not less than 10-16 m2.

Stratigraphic traps, structural traps, tectonic traps, litho
logical traps, and hydrodynamical traps are common in coal 
bearing deposits [6, 7]. Practices, analyzing effect of geologi
cal structures on methane content of coal seams, prove that 
the main share of the gas, being a part of coal bearing forma
tion, is accumulated within the anticlinal, and brachyanticli
nal structures as well as within the areas of monoclineshaped 
displacements; moreover, their majority is concentrated with
in the arching shares of the structures [8, 9]. The fact can be 
explained by nonuniformity of the coal bearing formation 
when seams differ in their composition and structure as well as 
in their deformational characteristics. Common deformation 
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of bedded rock mass factors into solid layer fracturing; in the 
context of the softer layers, it factors into plastic deformations. 
Formation of any geological structure is followed by a progress 
of macro and microfissures as well as increased capacity of 
rocks and their permeability within the areas of the greatest 
tectonic deformation [10, 11].Tectonic faults are followed by 
the formation of fissure systems which may be either reservoirs 
of gas conductors to reservoir rocks and coal grinding into 
loose mass favours sorbed gas emission.

Lukinov V. V. [12] proposed a model to form fractured and 
porous reservoir in sandstones when rocks are bending to anti
clinal fold. Thus, if seams stretch from the floor to the roof, 
their fissuring increases; moreover, within the lower sandstone 
share, where stretching deformations do not achieve marginal 
values, the fissures are out of their progress to compare with fis
sures progressing within the upper share. The fact improves fil
tration indices of the sandstone; owing to the increased fissure 
permeability, methane transforms to a free state having ability 
to accumulate in the form of a deposit. The same sandstone is 
the deposit shield; the sandstone becomes flatter updip with no 
suffering from fissures in virtue of lesser bend thus becoming gas 
tight. Similar mechanism of reservoir origination is also possi
ble under the conditions of formation of synclinal bends.

unsolved aspects of the problem. Significant gas amounts 
were extracted during degassing well drilling within the arch of 
a synclinal structure of DonetskMakiivka district where 
methane debit was 3.6 thousand m3/day. We have recorded the 
increased indices of gas content and free methane content 
within the synclinal bends in Krasnoarmiisk district. Within 
the mine fields of PavlohradPetropavlivka district, extra 
anomalies of gas and free methane were also identified in arch
es and wings of local synclinal structures.

Purpose. It is necessary to determine a nature of local 
orogeny and lithological composition of enclosing rocks on 
the location of gas traps within the coal bearing deposits of 
PavlohradPetropavlivka and Krasnoarmiisk geological and 
industrial areas.

Description of the methods. To solve the problem, geologi
calstock scientific sources and goaloriented ones were ana
lyzed and generalized. Maps of surfaces of coal seams and 
maps of gas content measurements of coal seams by means of 
gas sample collector КА61 were plotted. Lithological maps of 
roof of coal seams of the objects under study were analyzed. 
Logic and analytical method was applied to analyze the plot
ted maps; basic regularities of location of methane anomalies 
were determined. Systematization of materials of geological 
stocks as well as the published purposeoriented papers made 
it possible to compare reservoir characteristics of enclosing 
rocks and identify their difference and nature of the effect on 
methane conservation within the local structures.

results. Mines of the districts extract bituminous coal of 
metamorphic stage 2 [12] of the Mississippian period, Lower 
Carbonic period, and Middle Carbonic period. Structure of 
the districts and their coal content are characterized by a low 
degree of catagenetic transformationsof rocks having high po
riness and permeability. Regional dislocation is minor; both of 
the districts are monoclinal with flat plicative structures, 
whose structures are up to hundreds of meters, and fault tec
tonics of different degrees. Orogeny is represented by dome
like and brachiformal structures of anticlinal and synclinal 
types; moreover, it is connected with tectonic faults. Anoma
lies, formed within the arching shares of positive and negative 
plicative structures and faults, are of the keen interest for anal
ysis. Within the areas, where the structures bend, zones of fis
sured rocks arise in reservoirs in addition to porous and fis
sured traps with new capacitive and filtration characteristics.

Consider nonuniformity of local methane anomalies in 
terms of coal seam с4 in Samarska mine (PavlohradPetropav
livka district) [13]. Thus, a map of local methanecontent 
structures, overlapped with local hypsometry structures, de
mon strates (Fig. 1) that positive southwestern anomaly has 

been formed within the arching share of synclinal bend in the 
neighborhood of Bohuslavskyi fault and the northeastern one 
is within the action of Olefirivskyi fault in a wing of a synclinal 
bend stretching to anticlinal bend.

The north extended central one coincides with the anticli
nal bend being observed within the central share of the mine 
field as well as within its southeastern share. Eastern one co
incides with a local synclinal structure along Bohdanivskyi 
fault. The largest negative methane anomaly stretches north 
occupying a flat wing of anticlinal bend; its intensity increases 
in the neighborhood of Bohdanivskyi fault. Lesser negative 
anomaly also adjoins highamplitude and is located within the 
anticlinal bend. Two negative anomalies (i.e. eastern and west
ern) are connected with synclinal structures; the latter is dis
turbed by PivdennoTernivskyi fault. Immediate roof of coal 
seam с4 of the mine consists mainly of aleurites and argillites 
alternating each other regularly in the form of elongated irreg
ular spots oriented northeast southwestwardly. Average 
thickness of argillites is 5.6 m; average thickness of aleurites is 
9.5 m; sandstones are recorded southeast within an area of 
tectonic faults (apophyses No.3, and No.4). Their thickness is 
4.2 m.

Hence, positive methane anomalies are connected with: 
synclinal structure associating Bohdanivskyi fault; synclinal 
bend within a wing of Bohuslavskyi fault; and a zone, dis
turbed by a series of lowamplitude faults in the neighborhood 
of Olefirivskyi fault. Largearea positive anomaly is in a flat 
wing of anticlinal structure within central share of a mine field. 
Roof of the seam consists of aleuriteargillite interbedding.

Methane content of coal seam с1 in Pavlohradska mine is 
the example of the fact that local anticlinal structures degas 
coal seams. Large negative methane anomaly within the area 
coincides with anticlinal structure in the central share of the 
mine field. Positive northeast anomaly has been formed in a 
synclinal bend near Bohdanivskyi fault; another one, south
western, is within a synclinal bend wing along PivdennoTer
nivskyi fault. The roof of coal seam с1 consists mainly of aleu
rites and sandstones. The largest thickness of the sandstones, 
being up to 5 m, has been recorded within the central share of 
the field in anticline structure. Positive anomalies are within 
the synclinal bends stretching along the faults.

A map of local deviations as for free methane content 
within Zakhidnodonbaska mine in terms of seam с8

b demon
strates the same regularity (Fig. 2).

Intensive positive anomaly of free methane content is lo
cated in synclinal bend, associating Bohdanivskyi fault, and in 

Fig. 1. Local structures and anomalies of methane content of 
coal seam с4 in Samarska mine, and fault tectonics:

 – positive anomalies of methane content;  – negative 
anomalies of methane content;  – fault tectonics
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a central share within a flat wing of the synclinal structure. 

Negative local deviations of free methane are within the north
ern share of the field in the arching of anticlinal bend, dis
turbed by a series of lowamplitude faults, in the synclinal 
bend along the mine field and along Blahodatnenskyi fault, 
and in the south of the mine field between synclinal bends 
within a wing of Bohdanivskyi fault [14]. Thus, free methane 
content increases within the synclinal bend near Bohdanivskyi 
fault as well within the synclinal structure in the central share 
of the mine field.

The roof of coal seam с8в consists mainly of aleurites (up 
to 60 %), argillites (20 %), and sandstones (20 %). Average 
thickness of the aleurites is 8.8 m; the largest thickness, being 
16.65 m, has been recorded within the local synclinal bend in 
the northern share of the mine field. Argillites and sandstones 
are represented in the form of separate spots with up to 4.3 m 
average thickness.

Taking all the aforesaid into consideration, it is possible to 
note that in the context of PavlohradPetropavlivka district, 
positive methane anomalies associate with local synclinals; as 
for the anticlinals, sometimes positive anomalies associate but 
negative ones associate more often.

Two anticlinal folded structures and two synclinal ones are 
singled out in the map of local deviations of hypsometry of 
seam l3 in Biletska mine (Krasnoarmiisk geological and indus
trial area). Positive methane anomalies are within the north
east share of a synclinal structure formed in the neighborhood 
of Dobropilskyi overlap fault. It stretches east within the cen
tral share of the field in a synclinal structure and in the arching 
of anticlinal local fold southward of the mine field. The largest 
positive anomaly occupies central share of the mine field and 
is located within the local synclinal structure.

Local deviations of free methane content of seam l3 in Bi-
letska mine are also closely connected with local folds. In
crease in free methane content takes place southerly towards 
south synclinal bend. Negative indices are recorded within the 
synclinal bend in the neighborhood of Dobropilskyi overlap as 
well as within a wing of southwestern anticlinal structure. In
tensive anomaly of free methane content is within a local syn
clinal structure (Fig. 3). Increased free methane content with
in the seam coincides with northwestern deepening of the 
coal bearing formation. Like anticlinal within the southern 
share, the synclinal within Dobropilskyi overlap is character
ized by negative indices.

Aleurites (45 %) and argillites (40 %) with 2.6–19 m thick
ness prevail within the lithological rock composition of the 
seam roof; sandstones (15 %) are abundant within the north
ern share of the mine field.

Increased methane content indices have been identified 
within three structures of the mine. Two of them are connect
ed with local synclinal structures; one of them is within a wing 
of highamplitude Dobropilskyi overlap and the other one is 
between anticlinal bends in the center of the mine field. 
Anomaly three is in the southern anticlinal nose. Intensive 
anomaly of free methane is within the local synclinal struc
ture. The increased free methane content coincides with 
northeastern deepening of the coal bearing formation. Like 
southern anticlinal, the synclinal within a wing of Dobropil
skyi overlap is characterized by negative indices. Aleurites 
(45 %) and argillites (40 %) prevail in a lithological composi
tion of roof rocks. Their thickness varies from 2.6 to 19 m. 
Sandstones (15 %) are common in the north of the mine field.

The surface of local deviations of coal seam l3 in Dobropil-
ska mine is a running one with clearly manifested flat anticli
nal in the neighborhood of Dobropilskyi overlap and two syn
clinal bends within the northern and northwestern shares in 
the course of the anticlinal. Intensive positive gas anomaly is 
in the northern share of the mine field coinciding with the syn
clinal structure location. Negative anomalies are connected 
with Dobropilskyi overlap and with areas of lowamplitude 
faults. Free methane deviations within the mine field are posi
tive essentially; three of them are between faults within the lo
cal synclinal structure. The fourth one coincides with an area 
of lowamplitude fissures. Negative anomalies are connected 
with a flat anticlinal along Dobropilskyi overlap and area of 
lowamplitude disturbance. Thus, positive methane anoma
lies often refer to local synclinal and anticlinal structures.

Argillites (60 %) prevail among roof rocks; aleurites (25 %) 
and sandstones (15 %) prevail within the northern and central 
shares. In this context, thickness of argillitealeurite formation 
varies from 1.2 to 5.2 m.

Summing up the analysis of local orogeny effect on the 
formation of methane traps within the coalbearing deposits 
of the regions has helped determine the following:

1. The increased indices of methane and free methane are 
recorded both in synclinal and anticlinal local structures of the 
regions.

2. Positive methane anomalies of PavlohradPetropavlivka 
geological and industrial region are concentrated mainly with
in the local synclinal structures associating such faults as Bo
hdanivskyi and PivdennoTernivskyi. Most of all, methane 
values are connected with the anticlinal structures and areas of 
lowamplitude disturbances. Hence, positive methane anom
alies are formed within the local synclinals; sometimes, posi
tive anomalies (and more often negative anomalies) are formed 
within the anticlinals.

Fig. 2. Local structures and free methane content of coal seam 
с8

b In Zakhidnodonbaska mine (specifications in Fig. 1)

Fig. 3. Local structures of hypsometry and anomaly of local de-
viations as for free methane content of coal seam l3 in Bi-
letska mine (specifications in Fig. 1)
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3. In the context of the mentioned mines of Krasnoarmiisk 
geological and industrial area, local structures of the both 
types, located along Dobropilskyi overlap, are characterized 
by negative methane indices. Positive anomalies are not con
nected with tectonic faults; they are concentrated in synclinal 
structures. Positive anomalies also occur; they are connected 
with the local anticlinal structures.

Consider the nature of the effect of reservoir characteris
tics of lithological composition of enclosing rocks on the loca
tion of gas traps within the coal deposits. Mines of the regions 
extract bituminous coal of Low Carbonic period (Pavlohrad 
geological and industrial area) and Middle Carbonic period 
(Krasnoarmiisk geological and industrial area).

Argillites, aleurites, and fewer sandstones prevail in litho
logical composition of rocks enclosing coal seams in Pav
lohradPetropavlivka district. The roof of coal seams is repre
sented by argillites (50 %), aleurites (41 %), and sandstones 
(up to 9 %). Coalbearing formation of Krasnoarmiisk district 
is represented by layering of sandstones, aleurites, argillites, 
limestones, and coal seams. Lithologically, argillites and aleu
rites prevail (up to 70 %); sandstones are up to 25 %, and lime
stones are up to 4 %. According to the data from papers [4, 15], 
permeability of rocks of Low Carbonic period and Middle 
Carbonic period differs greatly (Table).

It should be noted that average permeability of sandstones 
is similar. Permeability of argillites and aleurites, being a ma
jority of coal bearing formation (i.e. 70–91%), differs greatly. 
In the context of Krasnoarmiisk district, the rocks are almost 
impermeable (0.001 ⋅ 10-15 m2); in the context of Pavlohrad
Petropavlivka district, their permeability is almost by two or
ders of magnitude more (i. e. 0.112–0.495 ⋅ 10-15 m2). The fact 
effects gas conservation in local structures.

In the context of synclinal structures, fissured zones are 
formed in the floors of coal seam; the coal seam itself is a 
shield for methane migration. Consequently, local synclinals 
are of positive indices predominantly as well as methane and 
free methane content in the two regions under study.

In the general case, formation of fissured and porous space 
within the anticlinal arching results in the formation degas
sing. Principally, local anticlinal bends have negative indices 
(for instance, Pavlohrad district). In the context of Krasno
armiisk district, positive anomalies of both methane content 
and free methane content are also connected with positive 
anomalies. That can be explained by the fact that argillites and 
aleurites, making a roof of coal seams, form impermeable 
shield which conserves gas in its trap.

Conclusions. Relation between the location of positive 
methane anomalies and free methane content within the coal 
seams with local plicative structures has been determined. Lo
cation of methane anomalies and free methane content in coal 
seams is connected with the structures of both anticlinal and 
synclinal types. Formation of fissured and porous space within 
the arching of such structures results either in degassing or in 
origination of local methane traps depending upon the reser

voir characteristics of rocks of impermeable seams. Aleurite 
and argillite permeability of the two districts differs greatly. 
Argillite and aleurite of Krasnoarmiisk district are almost im
permeable. If they occur within the roof of local folds they are 
shields anyway. In the context of PavlohradPetropavlivka dis
trict, significant permeability of argillites and aleurites results 
in the fact that they cannot always be shield for folds; it espe
cially concerns anticlinals in which arching fissured area is 
formed. In the context of local synclinal structures, rocks of 
the upper share of a fold, where certain densification has taken 
place, may become shields. That is why, most anomalies of 
methane and free methane content in PavlohradPetropavliv
ka region are connected with the synclinal structures. The de
termined regularities will help improve reliability of methane 
accumulation forecast within the coal deposits.
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Мета. Визначити характер впливу локальних струк
тур різних типів і колекторських властивостей вміщую
чих порід на розміщення газових пасток у вугленосних 
відкладах ПавлоградськоПетропавлівського та Красно
армійського геологопромислових районів Донбасу.

Методика. Аналіз і систематизація геологічної фон
дової та опублікованої спеціальної літератури. Побудова 
та аналіз спеціальних карт, що характеризують розмі
щення пасток метану у вугленосній товщі, їх аналіз.

Результати. Встановлено зв’язок між розміщенням 
позитивних аномалій метаноносності та вмісту вільного 
метану у вугільних пластах з локальними плікативними 
структурами. Аномалії пов’язані зі структурами як анти
клінального, так і синклінального типів. Відмінність ко
лекторських властивостей порід покрівлі вугільних плас
тів у районах дослідження дає підстави вважати аргіліти 
та алевроліти Красноармійського району практично не
проникними. У разі їх розташування в покрівлі локаль
них складок вони будуть сприяти збереженню метану. У 
ПавлоградськоПетропавлівському районі суттєва про
никність аргілітів і алевролітів призводить до того, що 
вони не завжди можуть відігравати роль екранів для скла
док, особливо для антикліналей, де у склепінні утворю
ється зона тріщинуватості. У локальних синклінальних 
структурах екранами можуть бути породи верхньої час
тини складки.

Наукова новизна. Доведено, що синклінальні локаль
ні структури вугільних пластів поряд з антиклінальними 
можуть вміщувати скупчення метану, навіть за наявності 
в покрівлі синкліналі проникних порід.

Практична значимість. Встановлені закономірності 
дозволять підвищити достовірність прогнозу скупчень 
метану в межах вугільних родовищ.

Ключові слова: метаноносність, колекторські власти-
вості, локальна складчастість, проникність, скупчення ме-
тану

Влияние локальной складчатости 
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в угленосных отложениях
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Цель. Определить характер влияния коллекторских 
свойств вмещающих пород и типа локальных структур на 
размещение газовых ловушек в угленосных отложениях 
ПавлоградскоПетропавловского и Красноармейского 
геологопромышленных районов Донбасса.

Методика. Анализ, систематизация геологической 
фондовой и опубликованной специальной литературы. 
Построение и анализ карт, характеризующих размеще
ние ловушек метана в угольной толще, их анализ.

Результаты. Выявлена связь размещения положи
тельных аномалий метаноносности и содержания сво
бодного метана с локальными пликативными структура
ми как антиклинального, так и синклинального типов. 
Отличия коллекторских свойства пород кровли угольных 
пластов в районах исследования позволяют утверждать, 
что аргиллиты и алевролиты Красноармейского района 
являются практически не проницаемыми. В случае раз
мещения их в кровле локальных складок они будут спо
собствовать сохранению метана. Значительная проница
емость аргиллитов и алевролитов в ПавлоградскоПе
тропавловском районе приводит к тому, что своды анти
клиналей, где и так образуются зоны трещиноватости, 
дегазируются, а локальные синклинальные структуры 
будут способствовать сохранению метана за счет уплот
нения пород верхней части складки.

Научная новизна. Доказано, что синклинальные ло
кальные структуры в угольных пластах, так же как и ан
тиклинальные, могут содержать скопления метана, 
даже при наличии в кровле синклиналей проницаемых 
пород.

Практическая значимость. Выявленные закономерно
сти позволят повысить достоверность прогноза скопле
ний метана в толщах угольных месторождений.

Ключевые слова: метаноносность, коллекторские 
свойства, локальная складчатость, проницаемость, ско-
пления метана
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